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1 Introduction

Fluids exhibiting non-Newtonian behavior occur frequently in food industry and in many
chemical process industries. An important subclass of these fluids aTe the so called gen-
eralized Newtonian fluids, these are obtained by a modification of the Newtonian fluid
constitutive equations. For this class of fluids the viscosity is allowed to be shear-rate-
dependent. Well-known examples of constitutive models of this type are the "power-law'".
the Carreau. and the Bingham models. In this work we study the isothermal station-
ary laminar flow of incompressible generalized Newtonian fluids in a pipe with arbitrary
cross-section. For the case of a power-law fluid the corresponding partial differential equa-
tion will be the p-Poisson equation in the plane. The nonlinear boundary value problems
can be written in a variational formulation and solved using the finite element method
and the augmented Lagrangian method (=ALM). ALM is a method for solving nonlinear
variational problems by simultaneous penalization and dualization of a functional to be
minimized. The solution of the boundary value problem is obtained by finding the saddle
point of this augmented Lagrangian. This yields an algorithm where the nonlinear part
of the equation is treated locally and the solution is obtained by iteration between this
nonlinear problem and a global linear problem. A fast convergence is improved by using
the SSOR preconditioned conjugate gradient method for the sparse linear system. Grid
refinement techniques and a method for adaptively determining the value of the crucial
penalization parameter of the ALM will also be discussed.

In this thesis we consider several aspects of this flow problem. We will examine the
assumptions made for modeling pipe flow with a constitutive law of generalized Newtonian
type. We will also discuss some mathematical properties of the resulting boundary value
problem and its numerical approximation with a finite element method. In this respect
the considered pipe flow can be considered as a model problem, for which we are tuning
the algorithm to be able to apply it to more general problems.

The organization of the thesis is as follows: in Section 2 the equations for the pipe flow
are derived and the assumptions are examined. Some examples of common generalized
Newtonian models are given.

In Section 3 we formulate the boundary value problem and recall some of its properties.
By writing the problem as a variational functional to be minimized it is possible to apply
the augmented Lagrangian method which is suitable for this type of problem, in particular
if the nonlinearity of the constitutive law is strong.

Section 4 contains a description of a Fortran-77 implementation of the augmented La-
grangian method. We also describe the various building stones such as the preconditioned
conjugate gradient method and the adaptive grid refinement. Numerical tests of the al-
gorithm are made and methods for adaptive choice of a crucial penalty parameter of the
ALM are proposed. The implementation is validated on model problems.

In Section 5 the program is applied to two different flow problems. The first one involves
a fluid modeled by the Sisko constitutive law and comparison is made with the power-
law: in the second problem we treat a fluid with a yield stress, appearing in an oil-
drilling machinery. Finally we consider a problem from the theory of capacities where the
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computation of the Grötzsch capacity in three dimensions is reduced by symmetry to a
two-dimensional problem treatable by our program.

In Section 6 conclusions and possible extensions are discussed.

I would like to express my gratitude to: my supervisor Professor Gunnar Aronsson for
help and advice during the work. My thanks also to Dr. Per Weinerfelt for most valuable
discussions and help with proof-reading of the manuscript. I am also happy to acknowledge
that this work has been supported by a scholarship from The Swedish Institute for Applied
Mathematics (Institutet för Tillämpad Matematik, ITM). and I would like to thank its
director Dr Uno Nävert for his continuing interest and support.



2 Physical Background. Derivation of the Governing Dif-
ferential Equations

Consider a laminar flow of a generalized Newtonian fluid through a long straight pipe with
arbitrary cross-section Q. The flow is driven by a pressure difference between the inlet and
the outlet of the pipe, or by axial motion of a part of the boundary of il. The pressure
difference (or boundary velocity) can be allowed to vary with time slowly, in a way to be
specified later, and still the generalized Newtonian model will yield a good approximation
to many real fluids. Furthermore, we will study conditions under which a pipe can be
considered to b? "long" and when transition to turbulent flow occurs. Finally, in the
study of assumptions made for the problem, we consider so called secondary flows, which
are known to occur under certain conditions. But before we examine the assumptions
made on the flow, we derive the equations to be studied.

2.1 Analysis of the flow problem

Consider an incompressible generalized Newtonian fluid. Then the following equations
govern the flow:

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

= (2tr(D2))
1/2

(2.5)

Equation (2.1) expresses the conservation of linear momentum, which balances the accel-
eration term on the left hand side against the forces on the right hand side. j£ is the
material derivative of the velocity v. p is the density, which, due to the incompressibility,
is considered constant, p is the pressure and g the gravitation. Equation (2.2) is usually
called the equation of continuity or the conservation of mass. The constitutive law (2.3)
gives the deviatoric stress tensor T' in terms of the rate of deformation of the fluid. D is
the rate-of-strain tensor. The relation between T' and D, having the apparent viscosity
Tj(i) as a coefficient, is the definition of a generalized Newtonian fluid, or a purely viscous
fluid, as it is also called. The name is motivated by the generalization of the ordinary New-
tonian relation where T\ is a constant. Observe that we have assumed isothermal flow, i.e.
we assume that the fluid has a constant temperature, or that the viscosity is independent
of temperature.

For the present problem, we introduce a Cartesian coordinate system x,y, z having the
x-axis parallel to the pipe. Let ft be a region in the j/z-plane, namely the cross-section
of the pipe. We assume that the velocity field is of the form v = u(y,z.t)ex, where e^
is the basis vector in the x direction. Observe that the continuity equation (2.2) will be
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automatically satisfied. This gives the following form of the velocity gradient

0 uy u-
Vv= | 0 0 0

0 0 0
(2.6)

The rate of strain tensor is given by

= - «„ o o . (2.7)

It is easv to see that

1

'2 ' 2

The deviatoric stress tensor will therefore, by the constitutive law, be given by

We note that, due to the form of the flow, the convective terms will not give any contri-
butions to the acceleration, i.e.

Dy

Thus, in component form, the conservation of linear momentum (2.1) yields

(2.8)

d

(2.9)

(2.10)

Here y? is the gravitational potential, which together with the pressure p gives the so called
modified pressure. From (2.10) we see that (p - <p) does not depend on y or z, and since
the left hand side of (2.9) is independent of x, -§^{p- ¥>) is only a function of t. say M(t).
From these considerations we can formulate the following initial-boundary value problem:

ii) = -M(t) in ft x (0,to).

= <t>o{y,z-t) on dil x (0,<£>)•

u = uo(y,z) t = 0

In this work we will study the stationary problem:

-div(7/(|Vu|)Vu)=-M in Q

u = QQ{y,z) on dQ.

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)
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2.2 A generalized Reynolds number

I

In Newtonian fluid mechanics it is well known that the Reynolds number Re. plays a role
for predicting the type of flow. For a steady flow of a Newtonian fluid in a pipe with circular
cross-section we define Re = 2l£% where D is the diameter. V is the mean flow velocity.
p the density and \i the viscosity. Let the pipe be of length L with pressures pm and pout
at the inlet and outlet, respectively, we denote the pressure difference by AF = pm — pout-
It is known that below Re a 2100. the critical Reynolds number, normally laminar flow
prevails. We are now going to derive a generalized Reynolds number Regen. with which
we can similarly predict the flow of an arbitrary time-independent fluid. We follow [30]
and [12] p. 77. Under the assumption that there is no slip at the wall of the pipe, it is
not difficult to derive the following relationship by integrating the momentum equation:

rÖ3 = 73 / 7rry"('rr)^rr (2.16)

Here Q = zR2V is the volumetric flow rate. R = D/2 the radius of the pipe, ru., rTZ

the shear stress at the wall and inside the pipe respectively. The flow function y which
relates the shear stress to the shear rate is obtained by solving the constitutive law for -,.

•) = ̂ p(r). Here the shear rate is —^. From this expression we can make the conclusion
that 2̂5- is some unique function of rtt. only. Hence this relationship can be expressed as

( r r r ) r = R = *•*. = it'(£L (2.17)

where k' and n' do not need to be constants, but may vary with ^- . The choice of ^ is
motivated by the Newtonian relation TU, = fi^-. where /i is the viscosity. On a logarithmic
plot of rw versus ^-, equation (2.17) is simply the equation of the tangent of the curve
for a fixed value of ^ j . n' being the slope of the tangent and it' the value of this tangent
at *jj equal to unity. The Fanning friction factor is defined as

/ =
pvy-2

Substituting for TW from equation (2.17).

J nn' I

(2.18)

(2.19)

If we now replace AP in (2.18) with its expression from the classical Hagen-Poiseuille's
equation.

valid for a Newtonian fluid, the following well-known result is obtained for laminar flow
of Newtonian fluids:

/ =
16 _ 16_

DVp/fi ~ Rt
(2.20)



From the analogy between equations (2.19) and (2.20) [26] defined a generalized Reynolds
number as follows

Resen = Dl^,_[ P (2.21)

To use Rtg,n given by (2.21) we have to find n' and k'. This could be done either by a
direct study of the logarithmic plot of the measurements as described above . or we could
derive n' and k' as functions of the parameters for a given constitutive law. If this is done
for the power law. see [30] p. 170-172. we see that ri = n and

Observe that ftejeri by (2.21) is defined for a tube. It is more difficult to give a general
definition for an arbitrary cross-section, but for simple geometries like Couette flow (flow
between two parallel plates) and flow in an annulus it is possible to derive analogously a
corresponding generalized Reynolds number.

2.3 Laminar-turbulent transition

Metzner and Reed [26] introduced the generalized Reynolds number (2.21) to be able to
find the friction factor and the critical Regm for transition. Their experimental findings,
mostly with clay slurries, showed that it was possible to correlate the results with the
Newtonian case and that usually laminar flow prevails below Regen Ä 2100. i.e. like the
Newtonian case.

2.4 End effects

In this section we consider the following question: How long must a pipe be to be considered
to be "long"? This is of interest for applications. For example it is important to know the
extra pressure drop that occurs at both ends of the pipe to be able to predict the flow rate
for a given pressure difference. In a capillary rheometer this problem occurs naturally.
By using tubes with different lengths and diameters in the measurements, it is possible
to calculate a correction. Probably the Bagley correction is the most well known method:
see [29] p. 107. [9] ch. 10.

Consider a pipe attached to a reservoir, or a contraction where the ratio of the radii
between the diameters of the pipes upstream and downstream, respectively, is more than
4. say. At the entrance a uniform velocity profile is assumed. Our problem is now to
describe the flow in the "entrance" or "developing" region. The length of this region,
the entrance length, can be defined as the distance to reach 98% of the fully established
velocity at the centerline. see fig. 2.1

The entrance length problem has been studied theoretically for pipes by Collins and
Schowalter [14].[29]. among others, by boundary-layer analyses for power-law fluids. We
use the generalized Reynolds number to express the entrance length: see fig. 2.2. The
corresponding case for two-dimensional channels has been studied by Gupta [21].
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Entry length

Figure 2.1: Development region for entrance flow.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 2.2: Entry length xt as a function of power-law index n for shear-thinning fluids.
Regen is based on the tube diameter 2R.
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2.5 Secondary flows

In the preceding sections the viscosity dependence on shear rate has been studied. We
now turn our attention to the normal stress functions. In a Newtonian fluid the normal
stresses are equal in ail directions and can be described by one single quantity, the pressure
p. But in a non-Newtonian fluid in plane shear flow having the normal stress - p + rxr

in the flow direction, - p + ~M in the shear direction, and -p + TZZ in the indifferent
direction, these are in general not equal. In the incompressible case the pressure p can be
chosen arbitrarily and therefore two new characteristic material functions are sufficient to
describe this behavior. We define the first and second normal stress functions as:

rzx - ~yy

Tyy -Tzz = N2(i)

If we consider a flow in the reversed direction, 7 changes its sign, but the normal stress
differences remain unchanged, hence i\*i and JV2 are even functions of their argument,
.\"i( — 7) = A"i( "').-V2(- 7) = -^2(7)- ^ e also know that in the state of rest. 7" = 0,
no normal stress differences exist. The two normal stress functions therefore have the
property .Vi(0) = 0 and -V2(0) = 0. For this very reason a factor -j2 is often separated
and it can be advantageous to write:

where v\ and f2
 a r P known as the normal stress coefficients. Observe that in the definition

of a generalized Newtonian fluid N\ and .V2 are assumed to be 0. We can therefore not
expect the use of this kind '"•f constitutive law to explain phenomena, which are caused by
the normal stress differences, e.g. the Weissenberg rod climbing or die swell. Here we are
going to consider another effect due to the normal stresses, namely the secondary flow in a
pipe. Assume as in section 2.1 that the flow is rectilinear. If a more general constitutive law
allowing for normal stress differences is used, then the momentum equation in the axial
direction will be the same as in section 2.1. But the introduction of the normal stress
functions implies that the two other momentum equations are in general not satisfied.
A sufficient secondary condition on the second normal siress coefficient 1/2 to allow for a
rectilinear flow is

l>2(7) = CT)(j),

i.e.. it is proportional to the apparent viscosity »7(7); see [10]. Observe that this is not
a necessary condition, since for flow in an annular or circular cross-section rectilinear
flow will be possible. If this secondary condition is not satisfied there will generally be
a secondary flow in the plane of the cross-section in addition to the motion in the axial
direction. However the secondary flow will be very small in amplitude and for the problem
of calculating the flow rate versus the pressure gradient a generalized Newtonian model is
recommended: see [9], p 235.

2.6 Slowly varying flow

In the generalized Newtonian mode! it is assumed that the viscosity depends only on the
shear rate at that very moment. However, real fluids showing a non-Newtonian behavior

10



r for the viscosity also tend to have a "memory". If we follow a particle, the material
functions 77. .\\ and _Y2. are functions of what the particle experienced at previous times.
Usually we have a fading memory, i.e. the more nearby times are more important.

When is it permissible to make the assumption that these "elastic effects'' are not im-
portant? If we consider the stationary rectilinear pipe flow we observe that a particle
experiences a constant shear rate; we say that the particle has a constant memory his-
tory. Therefore the generalized Newtonian model is relevant. If the flow is such that
the memory history is ualmostv constant or we have a weak instationarity of the flow,
then the approximation is also satisfactory. To measure the importance of the elastic ef-
fects a dimensionless number, the Deborah number is introduced. We define the Deborah
number:

C«SA.
2

11 and A are characteristic times for the flow process and the fluid, respectively. The basic
treatise [9], p 234 suggests several methods to determine A:

a) use a time constant in the 77(7) expression; b) construct a time constant from power-
law coefficients of 77 and A'j; c) use a time constant from linear viscoelasticity. Once a
choice has been made for the time constants, a comparison of experimental data with
the computed generalized Newtonian model enables us, at least in theory, to determine a
critical Deborah number, DeCTit. above which the elastic effects are important. An example
of a problem where this procedure could be fruitful is the pulsatile pipe flow. If we let
the pressure gradient be sinusoidally varying with frequency LJ. a suitable time constar
would be 1/u: which gives De - Au;. This type of pulsation can give flow enhancement; see
[9] p. 187. and if we determine De^u we may judge whether the formula calculated with
generalized Newtonian model is relevant or not. Note once more that the applicability of
a certain constitutive law depends both on the type of flow and the actual fluid.

2.7 Generalized Newtonian models

In this section we will discuss some models which can describe the constitutive behavior
of the fluids we consider. In the generalized Newtonian model it is accepted that the
viscosity of the fluid changes *• shear rate. Since this change can be of magnitude a
factor 1000 or more, the non-Newtonian viscosity is important to consider in pipe flow
calculations. If we measure the shear rate dependence of the viscosity with a rheometer,
for example a capillary viscometer, we will find that many fluids qualitatively exhibit the
following relationship in a doubly logarithmic scale: Fluids which have a decreasing value
of 77 with increasing 7 as in fig. 2.3, are called shear thinning. If instead 77 increases with

7 the fluid is shear thickening or dilatant.

The phenomena observed in fig. 2.3 can sometimes be explained as follows in terms of
molecular structure. Assume that the material has molecular chains as in the case of
polymeric liquids. The fibers in paper pulp can also illustrate the phenomena. We can
expect that the molecules (or fibers) at low shear rates have a rather random distribution of
the directions of the molecules. This gives a high viscosity and explains the first Newtonian
level. As the shear rate is increased the molecules will be more and more aligned towards

11
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Figure 2.3: Viscosity as a function of shear rate.
Newtonian plateau, respectively.

and r/oc are called the first and second

the direction of the flow. In this situation the molecules are able to slide over each other
more easily, and consequently a decrease of the viscosity is observed. For some materials
the second Newtonian region is explained by the fact that the molecules have reached the
maximum level of alignment.

A number of mostly empirical co istitutive relations describing the shear rate dependence
of the viscosity are available. As seen in fig. 2.3 a fairly large region is well approximated
by a straight line, this is the so called power-law region. In many practical situations it is
adequate to use a power-law relationship as described in what follows.

The power-law model (Ostwald and de Waele's model):

• n, the index of shear rate dependence, "the power-law exponent"

• k , consistency, (viscosity at shear rate 7 = 1 s~l)

The popularity of the power-law model in applications is due to the relative ease at which
the two parameters can be determined from measurements. Another advantage is that
the simplicity of the model admits analytical solutions to some simple flow situations.
Analytical studies are much harder to do for models containing more parameters; however
if the problem is stuoied with a numerical method, the complication using more elaborate
models as described below is minor. The next model describes a fluid which behaves like
a solid if the shear stress is below a certain value; this value is called the yield stress of
the viscoplastic material.

12
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The Herschel-Bulkley model:

77 = oc
V = T01 +

for (r < T0)

for (r > r0)

• r0, yield stress for viscoplastic flow, threshold of plasticity

• n, the index of shear rate dependence, "'the power-law exponent"

• k , consistency

It is possible from the Hsrschel-Bulkley model to obtain both the power-law model and
the Bingham model by choosing r0 = 0 or n = 1, respectively. Next we list some models
which are known to be able to describe many fluids.

Sisko model :

V =
•n-\

• n. 0 < n < 1. the index of shear rate dependence, "the power-law exponent"

• k2 . consistency

• T)x, the viscosity at very high shear rates

The Carreau-Yasuda model:

• 7? ,̂ the viscosity at very high shear rates

• 770, the viscosity at very low shear rates

• A, a time constant which gives the position of the transition region

• n, 0 < n < 1, the index of shear rate dependence, "the power-law exponent"

• a , a dimensionless parameter > 0; a = 2 gives the Carreau law

The Cross model:
77 =

Vo
•\n-l

• 770, the viscosity at very low shear rates

• r*, shear stress level related to the transition between the Newtonian level for low
shear rates and the power-law region

• n, 0 < n < 1. the index of shear rate dependence, "the power-law exponent"

13
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Mathematical Background and Finite Element Discretiza-
tion

In order to facilitate the reader's understanding of the most essential parts of the theory,
the presentation is below divided into two parts, A and B. Part A covers what we call
here the standard case and corresponds to the case of a power-law fluid in the pipe flow
problem. Mathematically, it leads to the p-Poisson equation. This case is very central
and most of the interesting phenomena in this work occur "already" in this standard
case. It has been treated in the literature at several places, and by various methods.
On the other hand, we would like to emphasize that the mathematical theory, as well as
the numerical technique, has been extended to cover much more general situations. This
makes it possible to treat other classes of fluids in pipe flow, and other boundary value
problems, using methods very similar to those presented for the standard case. These
more general results are presented under the heading B. In particular, we want to point
out the great flexibility of the Augmented Lagrangian Method. The reader who wants to
get a quick idea of the central parts of this work, may accordingly concentrate on part
A. The reader, who wants to know more about the "full situation" must, however, also
read part B. Clearly, the mathematical and numerical treatment in the general case is
somewhat more complicated than in the standard case. We hope that this arrangement
will make it easier for the reader to understand this work.

3.1 Mathematical background

A In this work we are going to treat a class of problems obtained by assuming that the flow is
stationary. We will here in section A consider the case obtained by assuming that the fluid
is of power-law type, i.e. 77 = kjn~l. As was shown in section 2.1 for the pipe flow problem
we get 7 = |Vu|. The facts which we recall for this case can be found in [19] and [13].
[19] is of interest here also for historical reasons; this appears to be the first application
of the Augmented Lagrangian Method (ALM) to a boundary value problem. ALM was
introduced by Hestenes and Powell, see [22] and [28], and was applied to problems in
optimization.

Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn with Lipschitz boundary dQ. If the power-law index n
is replaced by p - 1 then our boundary value problem is:

)) = /(z) infi,
u(x) = 0 on dtl. [ '

First we need to introduce some notation. Let p and p' be conjugate exponents,
1 < p. p' < 00, i + j , = 1. Let Wm-p(fi) denote the usual Sobolev space equipped with
the norm \\u\\mp = £\a\<m \\Dau\\Lp. For p € ( l , o o ) , we let

V = {u € W l l P(n) ;tr u = 0 on dtt}.

From the Poincare' inequality it follows that the following semi-norm is equivalent to

14
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With this norm V is a reflexive, separable and uniformly convex Banach space, and we
denote its dual by V*. Furthermore the pairing (-,-) for all elements u t V and / € V*
is denoted by {/. u). In (3.1) let / € V* and let the operator A be denned by

(3.2)

define J : V - R by

J(u) = - I |Vu|p dx- I fu dx. (3.3)
pJa Jo

J is Frechet dnTcrentiable, J'(v) — A(v) - f. We are now in a position to give a variational
formulation of (3.1):

find n G \ : J(u) < J(v). for all v 6 V. (3.4)

J is strictly convex, differentiate with

lim J(v) = +oo (3.5)
IMI-+00

which gives that (3.4) admits a unique solution which is characterized by

I uev

This is the variational formulation of (3.1)

Let us define here a finite-dimensional subspace V/, of V. First we approximate the domain
with a polygon also denoted by ft, and subdivide ft into a set of non-overlapping triangles
Th - {K{}^ such that ft = Uf-^"« • Furthermore it is required that either A", n Kj =
0 or that Å', and Kj have a vertex or an edge in common (for i ^ j). Let

h - max diam (A',).

Now we can define V^ as the space of continuous piecewise linear functions vanishing on
9ft. i.e.

Vft = {vh. • i'h is continuous on ft , tf/,1/^ is linear for K, € Th. , fA = 0 on dQ},

where V^K, denotes the restriction of t/, to AV Let Vh(mi) = value of v^ at node m,
and let <t>j be the basis functions for V/, : ^(irij) = 6tJ. Every Vh € V^ can be uniquely
represented as

M
vh{x) = J2r]j<t>j(x) , rjj = vh(mj) , for x € ft,

where M is the number of interior vertices. Our boundary value problem is now replaced
by

" i = (/, «k) Vvfc € Vfc,

is a closed subspace of V so one easily shows that

15
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PROPOSITION I. The solution of (3.1) exists and is unique.

THEOREM 2. Let the angles ofTh be bounded from below uniformly in h by some 6Q > 0.
Then, if u is the solution of (3.1).

lim I
ft—O

= 0. (3.8)

For ellipticity and continuity properties of A see [19] pp. 46-49. or [13] p. 319.

B Let ft be a bounded domain in Rn with a Lipschitz boundary F = dfi =
0. Our problem is contained in the following class of problems:

in
u(x) = v\(x) on Fi.

Tj(x.\Vu(x)\)Vu(x) • n = g(x) on F2.

, Fj nF2 =

(3.9)

where / , v\ and g are functions with properties which will be specified later. Following [11]
we will give conditions on the "viscosity"' 7?(-,) under which problem (3.9) is well-posed.
We assume that T?(-, •) is a non-negative continuous function on ft x R + and, for almost
all x € ft, 7)(x, •)• is a strictly increasing function on R + . In the sequel we will write JJ(-)
instead of n(x, •). We assume that v(t)t vanishes at t = 0 and possesses the following
properties for some (fixed) p€ (l.^c):

(i) r](t)t < for all t € R + . and for some fixed a1 > 0.

(ii) For p € (1,2], ?/(•)• is Holder continuous with exponent p - 1, that is, there exists a
constant Q > 0 such that

\n(t)t - v(s)s\ < Q\t - SV~X for all t,s £ R + ;

and for p € (2, oo),?/(-)• is instead assumed to satisfy the inequality

\r](t)t - v(s)s\ < Q\t - s\{K\ + K2(t + s ) p ~ 2 ) for all t,s € R + ,

and for some constants K\ > 0,Å'2 > 0 and Q > 0.

(iii) The function t}{-)- is monotone increasing and if 1 < p < 2, then

{n(t)t - T]{s)s)(Ki + K2{t + s)p~2) > Ci(t -s) for all t > s > 0;

if 2 < p < oo. then we assume that

n(t)t - C\tp~l is an increasing function of t £ R + ,

where K\ > 0, K2 > 0 and C\ are known constants that do not depend on t or 5.

Before describing the properties of the functions in (3.9) we need to introduce some no-
tation. Let p and p' be conjugate exponents, 1 < p.p' < oo, i + i = 1. Let Wm'p(ft)
denote the usual Sobolev space equipped with the norm ||u||m p = £iQi<m | |£°U||I,I>. For
p € (1. oo), we let

V = {«€ W l l P(n) ; t r u = 0 on F;}.
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r From the Puintare inequahtv it follows that the following semi-norm is equivalent to

IHil,:

provided that Fj has positive surface measure Hn-\(T\). In the event that F-2 = d£l we
have a Neumann problem, and set

V = ; [
Jn

Also in this case || • ||, > is an equivalent norm.

With this norm V is a reflexive, separable and uniformly convex Banach space, and we
denote its dual by V*. Furthermore the pairing (•.•) for all elements u € V and / € V*
is denoted by {/. u). We assume t'i = 0 and g = 0.

We are now in a position to give a variationai formulation of (3.9) which generalizes (3.4):

find u eV:J(u)< J(v), for all v € V, (3.10)

where

r /-F"l /•
J(u)= / / i](t)tdtdx- / fu dx.

Jn Jo Jn
(3.11)

Problem (3.9) is the Euler-Lagrange equation of J. A solution u - u(x) to the minimiza-
tion problem (3.10-3.11) is said to be a weak solution, and if u is sufficiently smooth, then
u solves the boundary value problem (3.9). Conversely, if u is a solution of (3.9) then u is
also a weak solution. We can consider an equivalent formulation in operator form:

find u € V : (Au. v) = {/, v) for all v € V

where A: V — V* is defined bv

(Au,v) - I »7(|Vu|)Vu-Vt; dx, Vu,a
Jn

(3.12)

(3.13)

A is related to the Gateaux derivative J' : V — V" of J by J'{u) = A(u) - / for each
u € V. The variationai equation (3.12) can also be obtained from (3.9) by multiplying by
v € V, integrating over fi and performing an integration by parts.

A finite-dimensional subspace V^ of V are defined as in part A, with a modification for
having Neumann conditions:

Vh = {i'h : i'h is continuous on ft , VH\K, 'S linear for A', G Th ,

Our boundary value problem can now be expressed as

F i n d a u A € V A : J(uh) < J(vh) for all vh € Vh

= 0 on

(3.14)



3.2 Well-posedness and error estimation

In [11] it is shown that conditions (i)-(iii) on n imply the continuity, monotonicity and
differentiability of t he functional J. The monotonicity result implies that the functional is
strictly convex and increasing on V and V \ Thus the unique solvability may be deduced
from standard theory [13]. Continuous dependence of data is also proved, hence both the
continuous and discretized problems are well-posed. Furthermore the following result on
error estimation is proved on page 86 of [11].

THEOREM 3. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of u and uh such that

where s = 1/(3 - p) if 1 < p < 2 and .? = l/(p - 1) if 2 < p < oo.

It is noi necessary to employ the linear finite element approximation, but if we restrict Vh

to the piece-wise linear elements we can get by approximation theory:

COROLLARY 4. Suppose u £ W2p n V. If Vk is the space of piece-wise linear finite
elements, then \\u - uh\\ = O(hs) with s = 1/(3 - p) for 1 < p < 2, and s = l / ( p - 1) for
2 < p < x .

This generalizes the estimates obtained in [19] for n(t) = tp~2. [11] gives an improvement
of the power s above; s = p/2 if p € (1,2] and 5 = 2/p if p € [2, oo). From this theorem
the convergence of the FEM approximation is proved:

THEOREM 5. The finite element approximations u^ converge to u strongly as h tends to
zero.

REMARK Fluids of Bingham type or more generally Herschel-Bulkley type do not satisfy
the assumptions of n considered; the viscosity is infinite for stresses below the yield stress.
A detailed numerical analysis of the pipeflow of Bingham fluid may be found in [18].
Glowinski and Le Tallec consider in [20] so called quasi-static flow of viscoplastic fluids.
They introduce an internal dissipation potential V\(x, D) and study directly the functional

J(w) = I P,(i, D)dx- I fw dx.
Jn Jn

D is the rate of strain tensor defined in Section 2. For Newtonian and Bingham fluids the
internal dissipation potentials are

(3.15)

(3.16)

respectively. Under certain conditions for V\ the minimization of J has a unique solution.
If £>i (z. D) is differentiate with respect to D the gradient of V\ yields the deviatoric stress
tensor. It is in this formulation also possible to consider dissipation potentials which are
non-differentiable.

In Section 5 we study the flow of a Herschel-Bulkley fluid. For a description of the use of
the augmented Lagrangian method for this model see [23].
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3.3 Example

Baranger and Nayib [6] have used the described results of Chow to establish abstract
error estimates for the velocity and the pressure by a mixed FEM. Their work treats the
creeping flow of fluids whose viscosity obeys the power-law or the Carreau law.

3.4 Augmented Lagrangian technique applied to J(u).

For the discretized problem;

find uh € Vft : J{uh) < J(vh), for all vh £ Vh

and its associated formulation;

find uh e Vh : {Auh.vh) = {f,vh) for all vk € Vfc, (3.17)

it is usually possible to use Newton's method to solve the nonlinear system of equations
given by (3.17). The convergence will then be quadratic if the start solution is sufficiently
close to the solution. However, this fast convergence has two reserves:

• the quadratic convergence is only local, and if the initial solution is not close to the
solution. Newton"s method may be unstable;

• the method is expensive because it requires at each step the computation of the
Hessian V2 J and the solution of the associated linear system.

For our problem, if r\ is very nonlinear, e.g. where p is close to 1 or large, the convergence
is difficult to obtain and the inversion of the associated functional determinant will be
very costly.

To find the minimizer of J in V/, we will instead use the augmented Lagrangian method
which can be applied to the following class of problems:

(P) Minvev{F(Bv) + G(v)}

where

• V, H are real Hilbert spaces.

• B€£(V,H).

• F,G are functional which are convex, proper and lower semicontinuous on H and
V, respectively, into R u {oc}.

It is a standard result of convex analysis that problem (P) admits a solution if the func-
tional J(v) = F(Bv) + G(v) satisfies

lim J(v) = +oo when ||r||v — +oc.
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If J is strictly convex the solution is unique. We will now apply a decomposition principle
to (P) by considering the following equivalent formulation of (/*):

(II) Min{t.-(?}6v xf{{F(q) + G(r)} under the condition Bv - q = 0.

We have in (II) to some extent simplified the nonlinear structure of (P) but at the cost of
introducing a new variable q and a linear relation B v — q = 0. Let us here introduce the
augmented Lagrangian Cr(v.q;(i) :VxHxH-*Il

(3.19)

and its associated saddle-point problem:

Find {u,p;X} eVxHxH such that
Cr(u.p:n)< Cr(u.p;X)<£T(v.q;X) V{r,g;/x}€ V x H x H.

In (3.18) | • |. (•• •) are the norm and inner product of H. respectively.

The following theorem shows the relation of (II); with (3.19), see [17] p. 104.

THEOREM 6. Suppose that {u,p\ A} is a saddle-point of CT. Then it is also a saddle-point
for Crt, for any r' > 0. and {u,p} is a solution of problem (II).

To find the saddle-point of CT variants of Uzawa's algorithm will be used. The following
procedure for finding the saddle point will be referred to as ALGl:

ALGORITHM ALGl

• Choose A0 € H,

• then, for n > 0. with An known, determine un,pn,Xn+1 as follows

• Solve

• Let

CT(un,pn; An) < Cr(v,q; Xn) V {v,q} £V

Xn+1 := Xn + pn(p
n - Bun), p n > 0

(3.20)

(3.21)

The main difficulty of ALGl is the minimization of (3.20) which has to be solved for un

and pn. A natural solution procedure to do this is to use a block iteration procedure where
in each iteration un or pn is fixed. The limit case of a single iteration would be ALG2:

ALGORITHM ALG2

• Choose {p°.Xl}€Hx H,

• then, for n > 0, with {pn~\ A"} known, determine un,pn.Xn+1 as follows.

• Solve
£r(un.p7l'"1;An) < Cr(v,pn~l;Xn) V v € V, un £ V (3.22)
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• Solve

• Let

< Cr(n
r-.q:Xn) . p* 6 H

u n - p n ) ? pn>0

(3.23)

(3.24)

If we give a more symmetric role to the updating of the dual variables we obtain ALG3:

ALGORITHM ALG3

Choose {p°. A1} eH x H,

then, for n > 0. with {pn~x.Xn} known, determine un. An + 1 / 2 .pn . An+1 as follows.

Solve
CT(un.pn'l:Xn) < CT(v.pn-1:Xn) V f £ V. un € V

Let
:=Xn + P n ( B u n - p 7 1 - 1 ) . p n > 0

(3.25)

(3.26)

Solve

Let

Cr(xin.pn:Xn+1?2)<£Aur'.q:Xn+1/2) V ? 6 / f . p n £ H (3.27)

An+1 . _ An+l/2 + p n ( B u n _ p n ) _ (3.28)

For ALG1. ALG2 and ALG3 convergence is proved; see [20] for ALGl and ALG2, and
[17]. chap. 9 for ALG3. Here we state the result for ALG2: (see [20], p. 85)

THEOREM 7. Assume that the following assumptions hold.

• The Lagrangian Cr has a saddle-point {u.p: A}.

• The function CT{- . • ; n) is coercive over V x H for any fixed fi, is proper on V for
any fixed q and \i, and is proper on H for any fixed v and fi.

• Either F is uniformly convex on the bounded sets of H with B injective and with
Range (B) closed, or G is uniformly convex on the bounded sets ofV.

Then if pn satisfies

! + V50 < pn = p < — — r , (3.29)

the sequence {nn,pn; Xn} computed in ALG2 is well defined and satisfies

F(pn) + G(un) - F(p) + G(u) (= ./(«)),
un — u strongly in V,
pn — p strongly in H,
Xn — A* weakly in H. {u.p: A*} being a saddle-point of CT.

(3.30)
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For ALG1 the same results hold with (3/29) replaced by

0 < Q0 < pn < «i < 2r. (3.31)

REMARK. It is possible to interpret the augmented Lagrangian methods ALG1-ALG3 as
the numerical integration of associated dual evolution equations by alternating-direction
methods: see [20] p.94. ALGl. ALG2 and ALG3 correspond, respectively, to a backward
Euler scheme, a Douglas-Rachford scheme, and a Peaceman-Rachford scheme. In this
interpretation r is interpreted as a time step At. and the solution of the saddle point
problem is obtained by letting t — oc and reach a stationary solution of the evolution
equation. This c.nalogy is useful both from the theoretical and practical points of view,
since it leads to convergence results, convergence of ALG3 is proved this way; see chap.
9 in [17]. and it is also at the origin of new algorithms: from the so called 0-scheme an
algorithm ALG4 is designed, see [20] p 99.

For more information and applications of the augmented Lagrangian method we refer to
:17], [18] and [20].

3.5 Application of the ALM to the boundary value problem

We can not apply directly the described saddle-point analysis to the continuous problem.
since H*o

lp is not a Hilbert space, except for p = 2. If we however consider a discretized
problem we will have a finite-dimensional space and the algorithms ALG1-ALG3 are ap-
plicable if the remaining conditions are fulfilled. We have B = V. V — \\, H = Lh,
where

.v

1 = 1

i • C € R 2 }.

Here \> ' s the characteristic function for the triangle Kt. With the notation introduced
before we have F and G as follows.

F(Vvh)= f I T)(t)tdtdx (3.32)

= - / JvK dx
Jn

(3.33)

J(vh)= / / T){t)tdtdx- / fvhdx
Jn Jo in

This leads to the following augmented Lagrangian

.1 ; r
T](t)tdtdx- / fvhdx- / nh-(qh

Jn Jn

(3.34)

it \qh - Vvh\2dx

(3.35)
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denned on 1\ x !• \ L^. As indicated by theorem 3 we have the freedom to choose
the penalty parameter r such that the algorithm will have good convergence properties.
Compare this with the situation without the Lagrangian term in.Bv - q) which requires
that r — oc. To accelerate the convergence even more it is usually good and for some
problems essential, to replace the classical scalar product on L/,. used in the last two terms
of (3.35). by an equivalent weighted scalar product of the type

(PK-Qh)= I uix)ph.qk dx, Pk-qh€Lh. (3.36)
Jn

Here tr is a strictly positive scalar function in 1^(0). bounded away from zero, which can
be arbitrarily chosen. We will discuss the choice of tr later in section 4.9.

To use ALG2 we need to consider the variational problems given by (3.22) and (3.23).
respectively.

[ ru-(x
n

) Vu£ - VrA dx= I fvh dx+ I u-(x)(r p^1 - Xn
h) - Vvh dx. Vt-h € \\ (3.37)

Jn Jn

[Ph\ plq [ l h)q % i 4 (3.38)
n Jn

(3.37) is obtained in the usual way by minimizing a perturbed functional.

where u£ is the minimizer of (3-22) and i>. are admissible test functions. (3.38) is obtained
in a similar way. We can observe when solving (3.37) for uj| that this is simply the weak
formulation of a weighted Poisson equation which is a standard numerical problem. Note
that (3.37) is independent of the constitutive law used for the viscosity. The viscosity r)
will only enter into (3.38). We will describe in section 4.1 how the lirear global problem
will be solved using an iterative method.

For problem (3.38) we can choose the test functions of Lh as (0.1)\f and (1.0)\,, with \,
being the characteristic function of triangle i. We find that we have to solve triangle-by-
triangle the following nonlinear system:

This can be simplified even more by taking the modulus of (3.39). By solving

|(AJ + rVuJ})«;(z)| (3.40)

for |p£|, we can immediately compute p%A and p|}2 from (3.39). The implementation will
be described in section 4.3.

We must consider the question of convergence of the various algorithms for the finite-
dimensional problem in \\.
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A The standard case. For ALGl. the convergence follows directly from Theorem 4.2. p.

119 in [IT]. (See also page 117.) Note, however, the restriction

0 < a0 < pn < Qi < 2r.

For ALG2. the convergence follows from Theorem 5.2. p. 126. in [17]. Here we have the
restriction

1 + Vb
0 < pn = p < T.

Even for p y: 2. the finite element space can be considered as a Hilbert space and the
convergence results are obtained a little more easily than in the case of a :fulF Hilbert
space. See [17]. p. 117. We also refer to [17]. pp. 128-131.

B The general case. Here we rely on the same convergence theorems as above, from [17].
In the notation of [17] we have for our problem V - \\, B — V (injective!)

F(u.-)= / ( / V{t)t dt)dx = F0(w)
Jn Jo

Fi(w) = 0

G(v)= I fvdx
Ju

G is clearly linear and continuous (hence convex, proper and l.s.c.) It follows from [11],
Section 4 (propositions 1 and 3) that F(w) is strictly convex and continuous on Ij, (= H
in [17]). Conditions (i)-(iii) for T/{t) are used here. We omit the proof details. (See [11],
end of Section 3).
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Implementation and Numerical Validation of the Aug-
mented Lagrangian Method

In this section we will describe the implementation of the saddle point algorithm of the
previous section. Parts of the Fortran-77 code has its origin from previous work in the
department: see [27] and [2]. Algorithms ALG1-ALG3 consist of three main parts (where
the iteration numbers n.n — 1 have to be modified for ALGl and ALG3):

2-

3.

Problems 1 and 2 are obtained from (3.37) and (3.40), respectively; the parameters of
the right hand sides b and c are the '"indata" to the problems. A is here a fem-matrix
corresponding to a (weighted) Poisson problem. The difference between ALGl and ALG2
is that for ALGl the coupled system 1,2 will be solved completely by iterating between the
global linear system 1 and the local non-linear problems 2. before the dual variables are
updated in 3. The cost of the updating of the dual variables in 3 is negligible compared
to the cost of solving 1 or 2 so we might hope to obtain an overall more cost efficient algo-
rithm by updating the dual variables more often and thereby providing a more "modern"
information to the right hand sides of 1 and 2.

Considering problems 1 and 2, the right hand sides b and c can be thought of as indata
to the problems having a certain error (compared to the final solution of the saddle point
problem); we could therefore argue that it may not be necessary to solve these problems
very accurately. A way for solving the problems to the right level is to use iterative
methods. An attractive property of an iterative method is the possibility to use the
solution of the previous step as a start solution to the subproblem. On the other hand it
is necessary to solve the pioblem to a sufficient level of accuracy; if not we will not get
enough new information from the solved subproblem and convergence and stability might
be lost. This will be our main strategy in designing an algorithm with good economy:

Use iterative methods and try tc solve each problem to the right (=most economical) level
of accuracy.

Ir. line with this strategy we will solve the (weighted) Poisson problem (denoted by 1 above)
by the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method (PCG). Another advantage with the
use of this solver for the linear problem is that there will be a low overhead cost in the
initialization; in fact if the SSOR preconditioner is used no factorization is needed. By
this property it is possible to update the weight function used to accelerate convergence
without doing a costly refactorization. We will describe PCG in Section 4.1 and the choice
of the weight function in Section 4.9. The non-linear problems 2 above will also solved by
an iterative method: the Newton-Raphson method; the description of this will be given in
Section 4.3. A crucial parameter of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm is the choice of
the penalty parameter r. The optimal determination of this parameter is a complicated
matter, in Section 4.10 an algorithm to adaptively choose r is proposed and numerically
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tested. Another important feature of our implementation is the adaptive grid generation.
By solving the problem on a sequence of grids we obtain both a faster convergence and
the possibility to obtain a grid which better fits the numerical proDlem. The interpolation
of a coarse grid solution onto a finer grid is also in line with our strategy. We describe the
adaptive algorithm in sections 4.4-4.6.

In figure 4.1 we give as a flowchart an overview of the algorithm used. For details we refer
to the subsections that follow.

REMARK For improving the robustness of our program it is possible to use the more
conservative ALGl for the first few iterations, and later, when the solution is closer to the
final approximate solution, we could continue with the more "daring" and faster ALG2.

4.1 The conjugate gradient method

Solution of the linear global problem. We have to solve the following linear problem:

Ax = b. (4.1)

where A is an (N X A) matrix, x and b vectors in ÄA. N is the number of degrees of
freedom of the problem. From the discretization it is known that A is sparse with 5-10
elements in each row and symmetric positive definite. To get an efficient overall algorithm
we would like to have a method to solve (4.1) having the following attributes:

• The initialization cost should be as low as possible.

• Take advantage of the sparseness of A.

• The work to solve Ax = b should be of O(Na) where Q is as small as possible.

• From the previous step in the scheme we know a good start solution tox and since b
is not known accurately, we would like to have a method which could be terminated
when a certain degree of accuracy has been accomplished.

For a comparison of the computational labor and storage required tc solve a FEM-
discretization of the Poisson problem with direct and iterative methods we refer to [4]
pp. 383-392.
The preconditioned conjugate gradient method which will be described has all the stated
properties. The solution of Ax = b is the minimizer of the quadratic functional /(x) =
^x r Ax - bTx. A gradient method to this problem is: Let Xo be given, then for k =
0.1,2.. . .

Here dk is the direction of the step and T* the step length. If dk in each step is chosen as
the negative direction of the gradient of /(x) at x*, i.e. d* = b - Ax*, and T* is chosen
optimally we get the well known method of steepest descent. A convergence analysis of
this method gives the following decrease of the initial error in the energy norm after k
iterations:

- xll
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Constitutive law for viscosity

Pressure gradient and boundary conditions

Initial coarse quasi-aniform triangulation of fi

Assembly of stiffness matrix

no

Assemble the right hand side of linear
global problem and solve by conjugate

gradient method until residual decreased by v

(ALG1)

Solve the non-linear problems
triangle-by-triangle by Newton-Raphson

Update the Lagrange multipliers

update of w

update of

Change r adaptively
Every fifth iteration

update of w

Refine the mesh adaptively
and interpolate solution

If not
final mesh If final mesh

OUTPUTS

Figure 4.1: Computer flow chart for solving the pipe flow problem.



The energy norm is defined as ||x||4 = (Ax.x)2 . K(A) is the spectral condition number
of A defined as ^ where Ajv and \\ are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of A,
respectively. Here x is the minimizer of / . If p(f) is defined for any £• > 0 to be the
smallest integer k such that

— vl
— X|

for all x° € RN

then

(4.2)

These bounds for the method of steepest descent can be improved if we make another
choice of the step size rk and search direction dk. The conjugate gradient method is of
this form. Let g* be the gradient of the quadratic functional at x*\ With the choice of r^
and dfc as in the algorithm below, it is shown that

and

g * r g ' = 0.1* k

d f e T Ad ' = 0, / # Ife

The latter property is known as conjugate orthogonality.

The Conjugate Gradient Method:

Initially choose x°, calculate g° = Ax° - b, and set d° = -g° . Then

dk+x = - 3kd
k

where it = 0 ,1 . . . .

It can be shown that for the conjugate gradient method the estimate corresponding to
(4.2) of the number of iterations p(e) required to decrease an initial error by a factor e
will be:

(4.3)

If the condition number n(A) is large this bound is a considerable improvement of (4.2).

4.2 Preconditioning

We see from the bounds (4.2) and (4.3) that the rate of convergence is determined by
K(A) . If we. using some procedure, could diminish K(A) we would therefore have a
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faster convergence to the solution. This argument leads to the concept of preconditioning.
Consider the problem Ax = b. If we apply the conjugate gradient method to the functional

f(y) = ^yTÄy - bTy, y € i ? ' v (4.4)

where Ä = E- J AE" T , b = E - 1 b (4.5)

then the solution to Ax = b will be obtained by x = E~xy, once the minimizer of / , y,
has been found. If a positive definite matrix C has the factorization C = E E T and the
CG method is applied to / the rate of convergence is determined by

K(Ä) = KfE^AE"7") = K(C~1A).

Thus we could see the preconditioned conjugate gradient method either as a change of
variable as in (4.4) or a multiplication of the original equation by C"1 . A good precon-
ditioner should therefore be close to A and be easy to invert. The preconditioned CGM
can be formulated in two versions, one "transformed7' where y is unknown and an "un-
transformed" version where x is kept as variable. The latter version has been used in the
program and has the following form:
Initially choose x°, calculate g° = Ax° - b. h° = C ' V and set d° = -h° . Then

rk = gfcThT/d*TAdT (4.6)

( 4 8 )

(4.9)
3k = Sk+lThk+1/g,kThk (4.10)

dk+1 = -hk+1+0kd
k (4.11)

where k = 0 . 1 , . . .
Two popular choices for preconditioning matrices are the incomplete LU factorization and
SSOR preconditioning. The SSOR preconditioning is derived from the class of stationary
iterative methods and yields the following C:

Here A is decomposed as A = L + D + I; and u € (0,2) is a relaxation parameter.
Observe that C can be written directly in factorized form when A is known, hence the
multiplication with C"1 in the algorithm can be performed as the solution of two known
triangular systems. With the optimal u, K(A) = 0(\/K(A)); see [4] p. 37. The rate of
convergence, however is not very sensitive to the optimal u.

In our implementation of PCG we decrease the initial residual T0 — Axo - b by a factor u,
i.e. we take CG steps k = 1.2,... until f||rfc||2 < llrolh, where r* = Ax^-b . Experiments
show that in the ALG2 of flow chart 4.1 approximately 3-5 steps are needed to decrease
the residual by a factor v = 3. If a ''difficult" parameter p is chosen (close to 1) or if the
number of degrees of freedom is large, the required number of steps will increase due to
the increase of the condition number K(A) . It is interesting to note that an increase of v
will not notable improve the overall convergence of the algorithm. This can be explained
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by the uncertainty of the indata to the problem. If a direct solver would have been used
to solve Ax = b we would not have had the possibility to stop "halfways".

REMARK In the implementation it is often useful to limit the minimum and maximum
number of CG-steps with parameters minits and maxits. Typical values of these can be
minits ~ 3 and maxits = 10.

4.3 Solution of the non-linear local problem by Newton-Raphson

We will first handle the case when the viscosity function r\ is such that the fluid does
not exhibit a yield stress. We will treat the Herschel-Bulkley model later. In Section 3.5
equation (3.39) leads to the solution of the following equation in one variable: g({) = 0,
where

9(0--=(r)(0 + rw(x))S-cn, (4.13)

cn = \(Xn
h + rYul)w(x)\ = w(x)((Xl, + rV<,,)2 + (A£2 + rVu^)2)1'2. (4.14)

The unique solvability of g(£) = 0 is clear from the properties of t], since we in Section 3,
require that r](t)t is continuous, strictly increasing, and vanishing at t = 0. Denote the
solution to g(O = 0 by £.

We use the following variant of Newton-Raphson to solve the equation:

Let £] = l/tf"1!, then for j = 1,2,... (4.15)

stop when

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The limiter of (4.16) is used since the solution of g(£) = 0 is positive. Care has to be
taken when cn is very small or even zero; therefore we use the stop criterion (4.18). By the
initialization (4.15) we uses the solution of (4.13) at the previous iteration and obtain fast
convergence since cn is close to cn_]. Usually the average number of steps of (4.16)-(4.17)
is 1.8-2.0 if rji = 10~5 is used.

What has been said above is valid for the class of continuous rj, fulfilling conditions (i)—(Hi)
in Section 3. For a fluid with a yield stress like Bingham or more generally Herschel-Bulkley
some modifications have to be done due to the infinite viscosity for low shear stresses. For
the Herschel-Bulkley model the pipe flow problem is easiest to formulate in a variational
form; the non-linear part of the functional to be minimized will in this case be

F(V u)= /"
Ju (4.19)

The minimization of the associated augmented Lagrangian CT with respect to the argument
of F, results in the following non-linear probler'.:
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Compute cn as above and. if cn - r0 < 0 then the solution is p£ 2 = 0,p% 2 = 0,
otherwise solve

( ^ p ~ 2 + rw(x))£ =cn- TQ,

with algorithm (4.15)-(4.18). The solution to the non-linear problem is then

(4.20)

(4.21)

For details, see [23], or [17] p. 200 for the Bingham flow. Note that for a Bingham
constitutive law the solution of (4.20) is trivial.

4.4 Adaptive mesh refinement

By solving our problem on a sequence of adaptively chosen grids {Th'k}{=1, it is possible
to obtain a faster convergence to a good approximate solution. We will here describe
how this is done. As a starting mesh a triangulation constructed by PLTMG is used.
PLTMG is a free software available from netlib for solving 2D elliptic boundary value
problems and is developed by R. Banks et al. [5]. As input to the triangulation routine
of PLTMG. the edges of the boundary of 9. are given. The edges in the specification
consist either of straight lines or curved edges. For curved edges an additional point is
required to properly define a circle-sector. The starting mesh used has a good quality and
is usually quasi-uniform, that is all elements of the triangulation have approximately the
same diameter.

Assume that a solution has been computed on a mesh. According to some criterion we
will now umarkr a proportion, which we denote PQ, of the triangles in the given mesh.
The marked triangles will then be refined into four geometrically similar triangles. The
remaining unmarked elements have to be modified in order to make a regular triangulation,
this is done by dividing the neighbor triangles of the refined ones into "green" triangles
where the '"open" nodes are connected, see fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Thick lines: coarse grid, thin lines: refined grid. Observe the "green" triangles.
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The "green" triangles are in the next mesh unconditionally refined, therefore the degra-
dation in the geometry is bounded. By the construction of the sequence of meshes, neigh-
boring elements will not differ too much in size, a fact which contributes to a good quality
of the mesh.

REMARK As an alternative to specifying a certain proportion Po of the elements to be
refined we could instead give a tolerance level for the local error, and only refine those
elements having a larger estimated error than the given tolerance.

4.5 Interpolation

A main point in using a se^jence of grids for solving a problem is that a good approxi-
mation can be obtained on a coarse grid at a low cost. To utilize this as much as possible
we need to interpolate the coarse grid solution into the new grid. As described in the
previous section all vertices of the coarse grid will be contained as a subset of the vertices
of the finer grid. In this case it is natural to use injection to obtain a nodal value on the
finer mesh. The new nodes added in a uniform refinement or in the adaptive procedure
described above lie on the edges of the old grid, in this case it is of course possible to
use linear interpolation: u{xn) = (u(x') + u(x2))/2, where x12 = (x1 + x2)/2 is the mid-
point of x* nad x2. However a (slight?) improvement of the level of the start residual
on the finer mesh is obtained by using a more sophisticated interpolation procedure, e.
g. Hermite interpolation. Hermite interpolation in one dimension consists of assigning to
an interpolation point x12, x1 < x12 < x2 the value of the uniquely defined polynomial
of degree three which has prescribed function values and first derivatives at x1 and x2.
In R2 a value at a point between two vertices can be computed by using the directional
derivatives along the edge and applying the one-dimensional Hermite interpolation. A
problem arises here: if linear finite elements are used we do not know the values of Vu
at the vertices of the grid, but rather at the gravitational midpoint of the triangles. A
method for approximating a value of Vu at a vertex is to compute the mean value of Vu
of the neighboring elements.

4.6 A criterion for refinement

We need a criterion to decide whether a triangle ought to be refined or not, given an
approximate solution and its corresponding mesh. To obtain an error estimate we need
an Ö posteriori estimate. We recall that for a Newtonian fluid we obtain the Poisson
equation. It is therefore natural to try an error estimate valid for this special case to the
more general class of elliptic problems obtained by considering the generalized Newtonian
viscosity models. In Eriksson, Johnson [16] an a posteriori estimate of the required type
can be found. By help of the estimate they suggest an algorithm for choosing the local
mesh size h(x) by equidistributJng the error element by element so that the total error
given by the a posteriori estimate is less than a given tolerance.

To describe the estimate we need some notation. With a triangulation T we associate the
set E = {r} consisting of the line segments in R2 which are edges of some K € T. The
set of interior edges (not part of dQ) is denoted £,. With each r £ E{ associate a vector
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n. of length one normal to r and define for v G \\

f-r—] = lims_0+(Vr(;r + s7u) - Vv(x - snT))-nT, x e T (4-22)
anT

that is, [•§%-] is the jump across the edge r in the normal component of Vt\

As a discrete counterpart of ||ÄmZ?2t'|| we will use the following discrete norm:

'2

> l < e V A . (4.23)

Here hT is the length of the edge r. In [16] (Th. 2.2) the following a posteriori error
estimates for the Poisson problem can be found:

THEOREM. Let / € £2 and let u be the exact and Uh be the discretized solution of the
Poisson equation £u = / in Q with zero boundary values.
Then there are constants a, and /?,• such that

uh). (4.24)

and. if in addition fi is convex,

- uh)\\ < Q2||/i
2/ll + foDh,2(uh). (4.25)

Here A = h(x) is an auxiliary function for the local mesh size. L? norms used in (4.24)
and (4.25). For details and proof of the theorem see [16].

Based on these estimates Eriksson and Johnson design an adaptive algorithm which they
prove to be reliable and efficient. Reliable in the the sense that the error is below the given
tolerance. Efficiency here means that not more degrees of freedom than necessary is used
to reach the given level of error tolerance. In the proof of the efficiency and reliability an
a priori estimate is also used.

In this work we have used a similar algorithm where instead of giving a tolerance of the
error we give the final number of degrees of freedom:

ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

1. Choose m = 1 or 2, (depending on whether (4-24) or (4-25) is used).

2. Start with an arbitrary initial triangulation T° and compute the approximate solution

3. For j = 1.2,... compute the quantity

for each element K £ TJ
h~

x.
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4- Create TJ

h by refining the proportion Po of K € T3
h
 x which have the largest Ej(K).

5. Compute the approximate solution u°h on T3
h.

6. Stop when the desired number of degrees of freedom is reached.

In the case of the Poisson equation the use of the described algorithm is fully motivated
by the theory of Eriksson and Johnson. For the more general class of problems considered
in our case, the adaptive algorithm is still applicable but so far not fully theoretically
motivated.

For our numerical experiments we have used m — 1 with Q2 = 0.15 and 0i = 0.3.
Experiments show that the results do not change very much when the ratio a\l(i\ is
changed. We refer to Section 5 for application of the algorithm.

REMARK An alternative to the refinement of a proportion Po in 4 of the adaptive algo-
rithm is to refine those elements having errors larger than a given tolerance.

4.7 Data structures for sparse matrices and triangulation

Let Abea(iVx N) sparse matrix. If the number of non-zero elements in each row are low,
as in the case of a finite element matrix, it is necessary for large A' to use an efficient data
structure. The matrix must be stored in a sparse storage scheme to minimize the amount
of memory required. The storage scheme used in the program is standard in dealing with
sparse matrices and is designed to facilitate row operations on the matrix; for this reason
the storage is row oriented. The non-zero elements of a row are stored consecutively. To
locate and identify these elements, we need to know where the row starts in storage, how
long it is and in what columns the elements of the row lie. The scheme requires three
arrays, A. I A, and J A. The array A contains non-zero elements of the matrix. The array
J A contains the column indices which correspond to the entries of A. If for example, A(k)
contains the value of the i,j element of the matrix then JA(k) contains j . The array IA
contains pointers to the start of rows in A and J A. IA(l) — 1 and IA(i + 1) is denned so
that IA(i + 1) - IA(i) is the number of non-zero elements in the i-th row of the matrix.
This means that IA(N) contains a pointer to the position after the last element of I A.
The elements themselves are stored in locations IA(i) through IA(i+ 1) - 1 of the array
.4.

Here is an example:

an ai2 0 0 0 0
a21 022 a23 a24 0 026
0 a32 a33 0 a35 0
0 0 0 a44 0 0

051 0 0 0 ass 056
0 0 0 0 0 agg
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.4 : a n a1 2 a2\ a22 023 "2-1 «26 032 <*33 035 04-1 a5 1 a5 5 a 5 6 a66

J.4 : 1 2 1 2 3 4 6 2 3 5 4 1 5 6 6

I A: 1 3 8 11 12 15 16

Note that the storage required is roughly (2rA -f- 1)A\ where r A is the average number
of non-zero elements of a row. If a band-matrix method would be used, which requires
a renumbering, much more storage would have been needed, at least in the case of finite
element matrices. In our case r^ is 7. since in a regular triangulation the average number
of neighbors is 6 and for piecewise linear finite elements this yields in average 7 non-
zero elements in each row. From this remark we also notice that IA and J A contain
information of the connectivity between the node points of the triangulation. This is used
in the program.

We also need some data structures to represent the triangulation. The basic data structure
we use is the node-element register, that is a list that contains the three nodes of an element
(triangle). This register is used to assembly the finite element sparse matrix and the right
hand sides of the linear system. Remember also that in the augmented Lagrangian method
we have to solve non-linear local problems on an element by element basis. The node-
element register is however not the only possible way to represent the triangulation by its
nodes and elements, in fact we will in our program also use the other three combinations:
element-element, element-node and node-node registers. The first of these is used in the
adaptive mesh generation in connection with the computation of the refinement criterion.
Recall that this involves the computing of the jump of Vu across the edges of the triangle.
The element-node register is used in the interpolation of the solution from one grid to
another. As described earlier in this section we compute a gradient of the solution of a
node by averaging over the neighboring triangles. Finally the node-node register is used
in the construction of a refined mesh: there we need to keep track of the new "midpoint"
nodes to avoid double numbering or "open nodes", see fig. 4.2. As noted above this
'node-node information'" is contained in the IA and J A arrays, at least if we construct
these by using all nodes, not only the interior ones.

Whether all these registers should be saved or not. depends on if there is a surplus of
memory capacity or not. If there is, some savings in the overall computing time could be
done, due to the cost of recomputing the information from the basic node-element array.
The same comment applies as well to the computation of the areas of the elements and
the gradients of the basis functions. These are quantities that are used many times in the
algorithm.

4.8 A test problem

In order to validate our method we will solve the p-Poisson equation for a special cross-
section, namely the circle. We recall that this is the equation obtained by using the
power-law model. We will here use p = n + 1, where n is the index of the power-law. Let
Q be a circle with radius R, and let the velocity u be equal to 0 on dil, i.e, u{R) = 0. If
the pipe is of length L with pressures p-m and pou, at the inlet and outlet, respectively, we
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compute the pressure gradient AP/L — (pm - po u t)/^ which is the driving force, (under
the assumption that the pipe is "long" we have neglected the extra pressure drops that
occur at the inlet and outlet.) We thus have the boundary value problem (4.27).

in Q .
«(Ä) = 0 onöfi l '

Recall that it denotes the consistency of the power-law fluid. By symmetry we can intro-
duce polar coordinates and reduce (4.27) to

-l£(r\u'(r)\r-2u'(r)) = ^f in ft , }

u(R) = 0 on Oil. l '

Because u must be regular at the origin, the solution u(R) can be expressed as

(4.29)

Integration of the fluid velocity u gives the flow Q:

R) ()dSl /Q(p.-rr,R)= u(T)dSl= / u
Lk JQ JO JO

1 3P-2

In figure 4.3 u( r ) / < u > are graphed for different values of p. < u > is the mean velocity
of u.

4.9 The choice of a weight function

For the usual Poisson equation, corresponding to a Newtonian fluid it is shown, e.g. in [17],
that the algorithm ALGl converges in two iterations. In the case of a linear equation with
variable coefficients a(x), this property is lost if we consider the augmented Lagrangian

Uv^q-.ti) = [ a(x)\q\2 dx - f fv dx - f ft • (q-Vv) dx + J f \q-Vv\2 dx. (4.31)
Ju Jn Jn £ JQ

However if we instead of (4.31) use the weighted variant

CT(v,q\n)= I a(x)\q\2 dx - f fv dx - f a(x)»-(q-Vv)dx+T- f a(x)\q - V'if dx,
Jn • J n Jn 2 Jci

(4.32)
the convergence in two iterations using ALGl is recovered. It is reasonable to suppose
that this property can be used to improve convergence also in the nonlinear case. For
simplicity we consider the use of the power-law model. In this case we factorize the
integrand of the first term of the corresponding augmented Lagrangian; \q\p = |g|p~2|<7|2,
and by considering in analogy with (4.32) \q\p~2 as the "'inhomogeneous" part we use the
augmented Lagrangian

CT(v.q;fi)= / \q\pdx~ f fvdx- f w(x)fi(q-Vv)dx + ̂ - i w(x)\q-S7v\2 dx, (4.33)
Jn Jn Jn i- Jn
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Vdocay profile

0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.J 0.9

Figure 4.3: Velocity profiles for a power-law fluid, with p = n + 1 = 1.05. 1.2. 1.5 .2. 4.
10. Observe the plug flow when p tends to 1 and the conical shape when p tends to oc.
For p = 2 the profile is a parabola.

where the weight function tr(i) is an estimate of |q|p~2. To get the best possible estimate,
the ideal procedure would undoubtedly be to update tr(x) at each iteration of ALGl or
ALG2 using the last computed |g£|p~2. If a direct method is used to solve the linear
problem this updating would not justify the cost of a relatively expensive new Cholesky
or LU-decomposition of the stiffness matrix. However, in our case we use the precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient method as solver, and all we have to do is to reassemble the
matrix each time w(x) is changed. Here the use of SSOR preconditioning is preferred
to that of incomplete LU-decomposition since the latter would also require a new costly
refactorization.

REMARKS

• The use of a weight-function can be generalized to more general viscosity functions
T)(x. |Vw|). the optimal choice in this case is w(x) — r)(x. |VU|) .

• In our implementation we have chosen to update w{x) at every fifth iteration, the
cost of the reassembly of the fern-matrix is minor compared to the overall cost, see
the time-statistics of fig. 4.11.

• The usefulness of this weighting procedure is most pronounced for very nonlinear
problems or where the coefficients are variable: see as an example the magneto-static
problem in chap.5 sec.4 of [17].

• Another advantage of weighting is that the convergence rate gets less sensitive to
the choice of ihe penalty parameter r.
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We wiii have some practical problems if the "viscosity" is infinite at some point in
the region. This occurs for example for the power-law with n < 1 which gives an
infinite viscosity at \Yu\ = 0: this will cause a problem in the estimate of u(x) .
The remedy of this is to find the lowest viscosity in the region »7;ou,. say. and then
to confine w{x) to the range r)!oil < Cf?/Ou.. where C is a factor of the order 25. for
example.

Le Tallec gives in [25] a strategy for the choice of w(i) for the general three dimen-
sional flow problem. It is proved that the convergence is linear.

4.10 The choice of r and p

For ALGl and ALG2 it is found from computations that a quasi-optimal choice for p is
pn = r. ALGl is seen to be more robust than ALG2, but usually slower. In this section
we will discuss the role played by the penalty parameter r. We recall from Section 3 that
we have the freedom to choose r > 0: the solution will be independent of the choice of
r. But in practice it is found that the choice of this parameter is crucial to obtain fast
convergence and a robust algorithm. In fact there is a balance to be struck between two
opposing effects, suggesting the existence of an optimal value of r. On one hand it is
known that for ALGl convergence is faster the larger the value of r is, in terms of the
number of updates of the dual variables. On the other hand the increase of r slows down
the convergence of the solution of the linear problem since the condition number of the
resulting finite element matrix increases, and if r is large enough our algorithm will fail to
converge in reasonable time or even fail to converge at all. The introduction of the weight
function w as described in the previous section will make the algorithms less sensitive to
the choice of r. at least if u- is correctly chosen, but we will still have the problem of
getting a fast and robust algorithm. We will here propose a way to adaptively choose a
sequence {rn}.

First we will study the choice of stop criterion. If we fix a mesh and use an augmented La-
grangian method of type ALG1-ALG3 the following problem arises: which stop criterion
should be used to terminate the iteration? In the literature two choices have been sug-
gested: one is to use the relative difference of u between two iterations; j | m^—u ~̂* 112/11"̂  i 12,
another choice is to study the difference of (|Vu£ - P/llb/II^U/lIb which is checking how
well the decoupling is resolved. We will denote these two quantities by Fi and F^, respec-
tively. To study the role played by the stop criterion we have done the following numerical
experiments: We compute the solution to our model problem of section 4.8 to a very high
accuracy on a quasi-uniform grid. Then with fixed r 10 iterations of ALG2 are performed
on the adaptively refined grid and the values of Fi, F2, and the error of the computed
solution compared to the solution of (4.27) is recorded. In these computation w(x) — 1
is used. The results of the described computations are shown for p = 1.2 and p = 1.5 in
figures 4.4 and 4.5.

From the two figures we see that the levels of Fi and F2 can be misleading since for
large values of r. we could falsely get the impression that the accuracy of the solution has
improved. In fact we can instead observe the contrary: the increase of the error is 70%
and 20% for p - 1.2.1.5, respectively, when r is increased from 0.2 to 500. But we can also
in the figures see a possible way to judge whether low values of Fi and F2 imply a good
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1
p=1.2

10

Figure 4.4: p - 1.2; error in relative L^- solid line; IV . . . ; IV --• 10 iterations for r
varying between 0.01 and 500.

p=l.5

Figure 4.5: p - 1.5; error in relative L%: solid line; r ^ . . . ;
varying between 0.01 and 500.

'. •-• 10 iterations for r
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convergence of the algorithm: for both p = 1.2 and p = 1.5 I \ starts to dominate over
F2. If this dominance is true in general, a possible way to prevent r from being too large
would be to decrease r some geometric factor until the ratio 7 = Fi/F-^ is less than, say
1/3. If T were updated according to such a procedure we might suspect from the figures
4.4 and 4.5 that an infinite decrease of r could occur. To study this problem the previous
computations are repeated for r = 0.01, but this time we allow more than 10 iterations,
the ratio F i / ^ is graphed for iterations 1 to 26 in fig. 4.6.

p=1.5_p=1.2..

10 15
iteration number

Figure 4.6: Fi/F2 versus iteration number, p = 1.5: solid line, p = 1.2: dotted line.
Computation for r = 0.01.

In this case we observe the opposite effect from the case with large values of r: after
approximately 10 iterations F2 becomes dominating over Fi. This property of the ratio of
the two norms together with the previously observed behavior for large values of r makes
us propose the following ALG2-algorithm for the adaptive control of r.

ALGORITHM Adaption of r

1. Choose T] as an initial value of the penalty parameter r.

2. For n= 1.2,...

(a) Solve the linear global system Au1^ = b.

(b) Solve the nonlinear local problems

(c) Update the Lagrangian multipliers

3. Compute

= 0.
= XI + 7-n(Vu£ -

(4.34)
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r
T _2

1/2

and if
- i < -) then rn+i = rn0 else rn + 1 = - j
i 2 "

(4.35)

(4.36)

4. Stop when T\ + F2 < %•

A typical value of the factor 8 is 9 = 1.1. As suggested above our numerical experiments
of figures (4.5) and (4.6) show that the proposed adaption procedure has the following
stability property: suppose that r is too large, then T1/T2 will also be large, and r will be
decreased by a factor 9 by (4.36). conversely, if r is too small the ratio Fi/F2 will also be
small and (4.36) will increase r by a factor 9.

In order to illustrate the question of an optimal value of r, we have repeated the earlier
computations: this time they were done on the initial mesh. We study how the "norm"
F] + F-> and the difference between the approximate and exact solutions depend on r.
The results of 8 iterations are shown in fig. 4.7. For r < 10, Fi + F2 works as a good
indicator, but for r > 10. Fj + F2 fails to work as an indicator of the error of the computed
solution compared to the exact solution. Fortunately our adaption algorithm seems to
prevent r from being in this regime. The feasible region of r can be increased by the use
of double precision. This is recommended in the literature; see [17] and [19]. With the use
of our adjustment of r we have however not seen any notable improvement in the required
number of CG-steps to reach the solution with the use of double precision.

The proposed adaption works surprisingly well for a wide variety of problems, and finds
the best range for r without any modification of the parameter 7 of the algorithm defined
above. The adaption works best for continuous constitutive formulas for 77, but it still
works fairly well for fluids with a yield stress and for the capacity problem of Section 5
without any change. But to obtain optimal performance for these cases some tuning of
the parameters has to be done. Maybe the most important property of the algorithm is
its robustness; for a wide range of starting values and choices of pressure gradients (right
hand sides) the algorithm can adapt r to be in the feasible range. An alternative to using
Fj + F2 as the stop criterion is to directly evaluate the functional J, which the algorithm
tries to minimize. This can be a more costly alternative, but might provide a better stop
criterion.

REMARK In [8] p. 123 the selection of a penalty parameter sequence is discussed. There
it is recommended to use a sequence Tk+\ > Tk, where T> —* 00. A scheme to adjust
r is suggested. In our terminology r is increased by a factor (3 > 1 unless F2 has been
decreased by a factor 7 < 1. F2 is here compared with its value of the preceding iteration
step..

4.11 Discretization error

To study the error of discretization we will solve (4.27) with ^ f = 2 and R - 1. We use
the adaptive algorithm with the refinement proportion PQ — 0.2 which gives approximately
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Figure 4.7: Solid line: Fj + 1^, dotted line: relative L2 error, plotted versus r. 8 iterations
were done on the initial mesh for p = 1.2 (upper curves) and p = 1.5 (lower curves).

75% more nodes in each remeshing. We choose the stop criterion such that the error of
the solution compared with the exact solution is essentially due to discretization only, we
take 7/3 = 10~6. The result is graphed in fig. 4.8. Note the difficulty of approximating the
"plug flow" nature of the flow when p - 1.05 and p = 1.2. For these difficult p:s the use
of grids generated by the adaptive algorithm have a clear advantage compared to uniform
grids having the same number of degrees of freedoms. A comparison of the approximation
properties of the adaptive and the uniform refinement approach for different values of p is
shown in table 4.1.

p
1.05
1.2
1.5
2.0
4.0
10.0

adaptive
4.84-10-3

7.81-10-4

2.2610"4

1.55-10-"
1.37-10"4

2.55-10-"

uniform
4.53-10"2

1.54-10"3

3.54-10"4

1.57-10"4

1.40-10"4

2.46-KT4

Table 4.1: Comparison of accuracy for adaptive and uniform grid refinement; the dis-
cretization error in relative X2 norm is computed for 15177 nodes (interpolated for the
adaptive grids).
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4.12 Increase of cost for large problems

An important aspect of an algorithm is the way the computational effort increases with
the size of the problem. To investigate this we have solved the problem for different meshes
and measured the time required to reach a given value of the stop criterion. The result
is shown in a log-log diagram in fig. 4.9. The rate of growth of the time with respect
to the degrees of freedom is listed in table 4.2. These values can be compared with the
computational labor of solving a linear finite element problem (Poisson's problem) in 2
space dimensions; this cost is O(N15) for the conjugate gradient method and O(Nl-2h)
for the preconditioned CG: see [4] p. 388. This can be compared to the application of the
multigrid method to the same problem; in this case the cost can be reduced to O(N).

p
1.05
1.2
1.5
2.0
4.0
10.0

Notation
•

—

o
X

o in T = CMa

1.23
1.12
1.08
1.19
1.25
1.33

Used grids
O 8
Z,<5
1,8
2,7
2,7
2,6
2,6

Table 4.2: How the time T to solve the problem with the adaptive method is affected by
the size of the problem. M is the degrees of freedom of the problem.

We can argue that the a:s of table 4.2 should be improved if the problem was not solved
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to the same level of accuracy on the coarser grid levels as on the finest grid. Another
change would be to allow a faster increase of the size of the problem by the refinement
of more than one grid level at a time in the generation of the computational grids. We
have studied what happens if the stop criterion is decreased to T/3 = 10~3, say, in all but
the finest of the grids. The perhaps expected improved overall computational cost is not
always observed; instead the algorithm spends more time solving the problem on the finest
grid. By the help of graphics, the reason for this can be observed; on a model problem like
the one we are studying, we can plot the difference between the exact and approximate
solutions. Then it is seen that errors with low frequencies will remain when the problem
has been solved less accurately on the coarser grid levels. This experience can be compared
with the multigrid method where the philosophy is to remove the difficult low frequencies
by making smoothing iteration steps on coarser grid levels. In this respect we can not call
our algorithm a multigrid method, since we only go through the sequence of grid levels in
one direction; from the coarsest level to the finest; however it is interesting to note that
the phenomenon of remaining low frequency errors can be seen also in this case. In fig.
1.10 an example of the mentioned error plot is shown; however in this case mainly high
frequency errors are seen which are caused by the "green" triangles instead of insufficient
convergence of the solution.

In fig. 4.11 another useful tool in the program development is shown. The time statistics
facib'ties of the PLTMG software, see [5], has been used; in the development of the program
it is useful to study how the change of the parameters affect the time spent in different
parts of the algorithm. Here it is seen that the major part of the computational labor
is spent in the conjugate gradient subroutine linsol, and in the solution of the nonlinear
problems by the Newton-Raphson method in the subroutine newton.
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Figure 4.10: Error plot u - Uh for computation on circular cross-section with power-law,
p = 1.35: T)3 - 10~5; degrees of freedom: 4881.
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Figure 4.11: Time statistics for computation on circular cross-section with power-law,
p - 1.35: degrees of freedom: 16893.
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4.13 List of parameters used in the program

• IV test quantity for the difference between two iterations of

• IV test quantity for the decoupling between Vu£ and p£

• 7: aim of the ratio F i / r 2 for adaptive r

• 9: factor to adapt r

• r: penalty parameter

• w(x): weight function

• »ft: stop criterion for Newton-Raphson iteration

• T/2: stop criterion to leave ALG1 mode (inner loop)

• 773: stop criterion for for outer loop; stop if Fi + T2 < J?3

• u: overrelaxation parameter of SSGR preconditioning

• minits: minimum number of CG iterations

• maxits: maximum number of CG iterations

• v: decrease factor of residual for CG

• PQ: proportion of refinement
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5 Applications

5.1 A cross-section from industry

As an application of the program we will here make computations for a cross-section used
by Tetra Pak. uTetra Brik". The geometry is shown in fig. 5.1.

36

10

Figure 5.1: Tetra Brik cross-section, unit: mm.

As fluid we will use yoghurt, which in this case is described by the Sisko model. As
a comparison we will also do the computations with the power-law obtained by letting
r/x = 0: this yields the same viscosity-shear rate relation for small shear rates, see fig. 5.2.
The measurements corresponding to the Sisko model are done for shear rates between 101

and 104 [15].

sisko and power-law

10

Figure 5.2: Viscosity versus shear rate for yoghurt, solid line power-law, x sisko .Parame-
ters; Sisko: n = 0.1, A'2 = 34 Pa sn , ̂  = 4 mPa s, power-law: n = 0.1, K2 = 34 Pa sn.

We will do this comparison between the two constitutive models to show the importance
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of using a coniT'tutive model which gives a good agreement to measurements in the flow
regime in which the computations are done. In real applications the Tetra Brik cross-
section is used to fill 0.30 dm3 packages. If we assume that the filling rate is one package
each second, which is realistic, this means that the flow rate in the pipe would have to be
0.30 dm3/s or 0.3-10~3 m3/s expressed in SI units. Our problem is now to determine the
pressure gradient needed to obtain a given flow rate. The computations with the Sisko
and power-law models are listed in table 5.1. The results have been obtained on grids
containing approximately 5000 nodes with all entities given in SI units, that is we have
not used any scaling. From the table we can also draw the conclusion that the required
pressure gradient to give a flow rate of 0.30 dm3/s needs to be slightly more than 0.181O5

Pa/m.

Sisko
AP/L 105

0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
power-law
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

Q
0.109-10-5

0.659-10-5

0.29210"4

0.97410"4

0.249-10-*
0.50910"3

0.88310~3

1.3610-3

1.9310-3

2.5610-3

3.2910"3

5.2710"3

7.4710"3

9.82-10-1

1.23-10'2

0.10910"5

0.626-10"4

0.11M0-a

0.104 10"1

0.64110"1

maxu
3.9010"3

2.3610-2

1.048-10-1

0.352
0.909
1.89
3.33
5.22
7.53
10.2
13.2
21.8
31.8
42.7
54.4

3.90-10"3

0.225
3.99
37.3
230

max|Vu|
9.53
54.7
232
721
1.58-103

2.88-103

4.37103

6.10103

7.96103

9.88-103

1.19104

1.70104

2.25-104

2.81-104

3.38-104

9.17
528
9.38103

87.3-103

541-103

Table 5.1: Flow rate Q (m3/s), pressure gradient &P/L (Pa/m)

In fig. 5.3 an example of the final computational grid is shown. From the contour plots
of the velocity in fig. 5.4 we can see that for small pressure gradients, the flow is in a
regime of the viscosity curve in fig. 5.2 that corresponds to a "power-law index" close to
0.1, i.e. strongly shear thinning. This gives a "plug like"' behavior of the velocity profile.
For higher shear rates the profile tends towards a more paraboloid shaped form, as the
fluid becomes less and less shear thinning. A fluid velocity plot in perspective is shown in
fig. 5.6 and the corresponding plot for shear rate, that is |Vu|, in fig. 5.7. The maximum
shear rate and hence the maximum shear stress occur at the middle section of the long
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sides.

Figure 5.3: Final mesh with Sisko. &P/L = 0.14 • 105, proportion of refinement = 0.20

Figure 5.4: Contour plot of fluid velocity for Tetra Brik with AP/L = 0.14 • 105.

Figure 5.5: Contour plot of fluid velocity for Tetra Brik with AP/L = 0.30 • 105.

In fig. 5.8 the data of table 5.1 are graphed for the Sisko model. As indicated before we
can see a very rapid increase in the computed quantities for low shear rates. Furthermore
in fig. 5.9 the computed flow rates for the two models are plotted. The power-law model
gives an equation which is scalable; we have the same increase of flow rate independently of
where on the viscosity curve the flow occurs. Here a question arises. How do we know if the
flow is laminar or not? Following the method indicated in Section 2.2 we can calculate a
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Figure 5.6: Contour plot in perspective of fluid velocity for Tetra Brik with AP/L
0.14- 105.

Figure 5.7: Contour plot of |Vu| for Tetra Brik with A P / I = 0.14 • 10s-
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generalized Reynolds number. The derivation of Regen in Section 2 was done for a circular
cross-section so we have to do some adjustments. The diameter 15 mm is used a* D in the
calculation and the wall stress TU is computed from the values of max |Vu| of table 5.1.
From a loglog diagram of ^- and rtt, the n'.k' are constructed (they depend on |Vu|). B.v

using the relation (2.21) we can compute Regen. This procedure admittedly gives a crude
estimate, but up to a factor two or so it should give a valid result. In fig. 5.10 Regen

is graphed, we can read that the critical Regen 2100 is reached somewhere between data
number 9 and 10 of tableo.l. that is for a pressure drop per meter of approximately 0.27
Pa/m. corresponding to a flow rate of the order 2.2 dm3/s. At this pressure gradient level
the error from using the power-law model, compared to the Sisko model, for computing
the flow rate will be of the order a factor 10. This can be seen from fig. 5.9.

REMARK. If the power-law model had been used to fit the results of the real measure-
ments, the resulting parameters n and k would have yielded a somewhat better result for
the flow rate. But this study still shows the importance of checking that the measured
shear rate region coincides with that of the computed solution, and choosing a constitutive
mode! which can well represent the measured data.

Tern Biik for yogurt

pressure gnuucoi

Figure 5.8: Flow rate versus pressure gradient for yoghurt described by Sisko.

5.2 Oil drilling hole

When drilling for oil a non-Newtonian fluid is pumped down the drill string and returns to
the surface through the annular space between the drill string and the casing. The drilling
fluid has a number of functions to carry out. one of these is to transport the drilled chips
of rock to the surface. A fluid with a yield stress has good properties for this purpose;
the drilled chips of rock will not necessarily sink when the pressure gradient vanishes. We
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10"
sisko i; power-law: o

Figure 5.9: Flow rate versus pressure gradient for yoghurt described by the Sisko and
power-law models.

pressure gradient

Figure 5.10: Generalized Reynolds number versus pressure gradient, Sisko model.
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will here make computations for the geometry shown in fig. 5.11 for a Herschel-Bulkley
fluid. One additional complication of this flow is that the inner boundary of the geometry

radius R\

Figure 5.11: Geometry for "oil drilling", d is the displacement of the inner circle.

is rotating at speeds up to 200 rpm. We will however in our computations as a first
approximation not consider this rotation. The Herschel-Bulkley fluid is assumed to have
the following parameters: r0 = 20. k = 100, n = 0.5. We assume the pressure gradient, i.e.
the right hand side of the equation, to be 1000 Pa/m. For the geometry we let i?j = 0.20 m
and R2 = 0.10 m. The displacement varies betweer 0 and R2, see table 5.2. The results
are also graphed in fig. 5.12. Note that the flow rate increases by a factor 5.6 when the
inner circle is moved from the center to 98% of its radius, the corresponding computations
have also been done for a Newtonian fluid, this gives an increase by a factor 2.3 for the
same situation.

d/R2

Q

0.0
0.073-10"J

0.2
0.082-10"a

0.4
0.120-10-*

0.6
0.188-10-3

0.8
0.28910"3

0.98
0.409-10"3

Table 5.2: Flow rate Q (m3/s), displacement as ratio dfRj.

5.3 Placement of maximum shear rate

1

In this section we will recall a theoretical fact related to the boundary value problem we
study. We will study a property of the solution to the problem

- Apu = 1 in ft, (5.1)

u = 0 on dil. (5.2)

Here H C Rn is a bounded domain, the parameter p varies between 1 and oc and

Apn = div(|Vu|p-2Vu). (5.3)
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Figure 5.12: Flow rate versus displacement.

Figure 5.13: Contour plot of fluid velocity for oil-drilling configuration with displacement
80%. 25 contour lines. Notice the region with shear stress below the yield stress r0; the
rigid region.
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Figure 5.14: Perspective plot of fluid velocity for oil-drilling configuration with displace-
ment 809c.

Figure 5.15: Contour plot of fluid velocity for oil-drilling configuration with displacement
20%. 25 contour lines. For this flow two rigid regions are clearly seen.
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Figure 5.16: Perspective plot of fluid velocity for oil-drilling configuration with displace-
ment 20%.

A function u £ W'd'p is called a solution to (5.1), (5.2) if and only if

/ |Vti|p-2VuVtf> dx = j 6dx for any <*> € CS°(Q).
Ju Jn

(5.4)

Apart from being our model problem for the pipe flow of a power-law .fluid problem
(5.1) and (5.2) also models torsional creep. In this connection 0, is the cross-section of a
cylindrical bar subjected to torsion.

We will here recall a result concerning the placement of the maximum shear rate |V«|.
This is done by studying general quasi-linear elliptic problems of the type

(5.5)

(5.6)

2)Vu) = -1 infi,

u = o on an,
under the ellipticity conditions

g(s) > 0 and e(s) = g(s) + 2sg'(s) > 0 for s € [0,max|V«|2]. (5-7)

For the case g(s) = s'p 2 '/2 both conditions in (5.7) are violated at s — 0, however by
a regularization of g(z), g( = (e + 5)'p~ ; i ' / i and letting e —> 0, it is possible to weaken
the assumptions of (5.7) to the case g(s) = s^p~2^2; see [24]. By applying the maximum
principle to a so callec P-function for problem (5.1), (5.2) we arrive at
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PROPOSITION .Let v be a solution of (5.1). (5.2). For 3 < | the function

3u (5.8)

attains it s maximum on the boundary dQ.

Since u is 0 at the boundary of fi can we from (5.8) conclude that \Vu\ takes its maximum
on dtt.

The same results apply (probably) for the more general n of section 3 (we have not checked
the details).

5.4 Numerical computation of a condenser capacity in 3 dimensions

Let B3 be the open unit sphere in R3. Fix 0 < r < 1 and let ej = (1.0,0) and study

inf/ |Vt i | 3 dx=7 3 ( l / r ) , (5.9)

where the inf is taken over all u : B3 —• Ä. such that u is one on the line segment [0, rei]
and has compact support in B3. It can be shown that the extremal function is the solution
of the following boundary value problem:

V.(|Vii|Vti) = 0 i n 5 3 \ [ 0 , r e i ]
u = 1 on [0, rei]
u = 0 on dB3

(5.10)

We see that (5.10) is the p-Laplace equation with p — 3. It is possible to formulate
(5.10) as a two-dimensional problem which can be solved with our program by exploiting
a symmetry of the solution. In fig. 5.17 a cut in the xt/-plane of R3 is shown.

A change of variable will give the following boundary value problem to solve:

u = 1

i/"=0

i n n
on [0,
on( -e , ,0 )and( re , , e , )
on S \ y > 0

(5.11)

We have here used the symmetry of the solution with respect to the x-axis. This results in
the introduction of the Neumann conditions which saves computational effort. Expressed
in these variables the Grötzsch capacity 73(1/V) will be

/ / «|3 dx dy = 73(l/r), (5.12)
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u = 0

Figure 5.17: A cut in the xy-plane

dn

O T

Figure 5.18: The domain il with boundary conditions.
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f Equation (5.11) can actually be interpreted in the context of viscous fluids; y|Vu| can
be seen as the viscosity of an inhomogeneous power-law fluid with index n — 2. The slit
[0. reij is sliding at velocity one through this fluid. The low value of the weight y in the
neighborhood of the slit results in very high gradients of the solution. This property of
the solution is a numerical difficulty which requires a very fine mesh in the neighborhood
of the slit. The numerical solution of this problem therefore makes extensive use of the
adaptive mesh capabilities of the program. In fig. 5.19 the computed values of the capacity
(5-12) for r varying between 0.1 and 0.9 is compared with known lower and upper bounds
obtained by analytical methods, see [1] and [33]. In table 5.3 the values of the capacity
are given. These are obtained by extrapolation as will be explained.

T

73(1/r)

0.1

0.611
0.2
0.854

0.3
1.079

0.4
1.300

0.5
1.539

0.6
1.806

0.7
2.128

0.8
2.551

0.9
3.236

Table 5.3: Computation of 73(1/7-).

Gtooscb opicity n « 3

0 01 0.2 03 0.4 OS 0.6 0.7 0* 0.9 1

Figure 5.19: Computed data = o, plotted with known upper and lower bounds.

For the computations we have used the adaptive mesh generation with a fixed refinement
proportion and computed a sequence of solutions with up to 50000 degrees of freedom. But
for each refinement of the grid it is observed thai, due to the difficulty of approximating the
solution at the slit, the computed estimate for 73(l/r) continues to decrease. Fortunately
the difference between two consecutive solutions is decreasing, so a limit value could be
expected for a (formal) infinite refinement of the mesh. To study this we compute Ih =
73( 1/r) on a mesh Th and make the ansatz

h = r + ah + c2h
2 + (5.13)

where /* is the exact value of the capacity, and ĉ  are constants. Now we assume that h
and/or c2. c3 . . . . are small so that only the c\h term of (5.13) has to be considered. If h is
thought of as an average size of the triangles of Th, the effect of the mesh refinement with a
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T
fixed proportion would be a decrease of this size for each refinement with a constant factor
Q. Consequently for the solution on the refined mesh Ta^ we will have Iah = I' +Ciah. If
the problem is solved for three meshes 7/,. JQ^, and TO2/,, we can use the ansatz and solve
for a. This gives

/* ~ Y (5.14)a =

When o is known it is now possible to solve for /":

(5.15)

In table 5.4 the results for the last five computations for r = 0.7 are given.

mesh
1

2

3

4

5

M
4335

7774

14126

25983

48160

h
2.22677

2.19600

2.17487

2.16023

2.15020

0.03077

0.02113

0.01404

0.01003

ä

0.687

0.693

0.685

Table 5.4: Computation of ) . Extrapolation for r = 0.7. Q is an estimate of a.

In the table the estimates of a are computed from (5.14). They are very close to each
other which makes the assumptions above credible. From (5.15) we can now compute /*.

/" = 2.15020-
0.69

1 - 0.69
(0.01003) = 2.1279

The extrapolation is for this case approximately 1%, the computed value can be found in
table 5.3. Graphics of the numerical solution is shown in figures (5.20) to (5.23).

REMARK Computations for this problem has also been performed with PLTMG. The
results agree well. For a related problem see [34] where a gradient method has been
applied to the (numerically simpler) two-dimensional capacity problem for a slit in the
unit disc. The computations are done for p = 4.
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Figure 5.20: Computational grid for r = 0.5 with 3906 nodes.

Figure 5.21: Contour plot of u for r = 0.5 with 20 contour lines. 3906 nodes are used in
the mesh.
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Figure 5.22: Perspective plot of u for r = 0.5. 3906 nodes are used in the mesh.

Figure 5.23: Perspective plot of |V«| for r = 0.5. 3906 nodes are used in the mesh. The
"jumps" of |V«| close to the slit are caused by a small difference in size of the triangles in
the original quasi-uniform coarse grid.
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6 Discussion

Many extensions can be considered for the numerical method discussed in this work. For
example:

It is natural to study 3 dimensional problems. For these more general problems our Poisson
problem will be replaced by a Stokes problem involving the pressure (which is a multiplier
for the incompressibility condition). Of course the computational volume will increase,
but the experiences of solving large two-dimensional problems are promising. It is possible
to some extent to include inertia and convective terms: see [25].

The numerical method studied here has turned out to be very flexible and the CPU-time
needed has not been prohibitive for obtaining good accuracy on a standard work-station.
It therefore would seem possible to incorporate for instance a heat flow process in the
numerical treatment, by a step-wise updating of the viscosity.

One aspect of the flexibility of the program is that by changing certain parameters of the
program it is possible to control how much time is spent in different parts of program.
The linear global system and the local nonlinear problems are here the most time con-
suming parts. This flexibility can be used to get good economy for different problems and
implementations on different computers.

The nonlinear subproblems which are solved independently on different elements are ideal
for parallel computation (or for computations on a vector machine); the sparse solver for
the linear problem is more difficult to run fast on a parallel or vector machine. A possibly
remedy would be to use a domain decomposition method.

We have in this work used an adaptive method to refine the computational grid. The
refinement criterion is not fully moti%ated and therefore we would like to have a priori-
estimates for our class of nonlinear problems. These estimates would guarantee that the
error stays below a given tolerance, and would lead to efficiency; i.e. not more degrees of
freedom than necessary are used. Our criterion used here seems to work fine, but a more
solid theoretical ground could be wished for.

By solving on a sequence of adaptively refined meshes we have observed the following
advantages:

• Good economy for solving large systems.

• The adaptive mesh saves degrees of freedom.

• Increased robustness by the possibility to use a more conservative method when the
number of degrees of freedom is small (e.g. ALG1 instead of ALG2).
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In this work we study the stationary laminar flow of incompressible generalized
Newtonian fluids in a pipe with constant arbitrary cross-section. The resulting
nonlinear boundary value problems can be written in a variational formulation
and solved using finite elements and the augmented Lagrangian method. The solution
of the boundary value problem is obtained by finding a saddle point of the aug-
mented Lagrangian. In the algorithm the nonlinear part of the equations is treated
locally and the solution is obtained by iteration between this nonlinear problem
and a global linear problem. For the solution of the linear problem we use the
SSOR preconditioned conjugate gradient method. The approximating problem is
solved on a sequence of adaptively refined grids. A scheme for adjusting the
value of the crucial penalization parameter of the augmented Lagrangian is
proposed. Applications to pipe flow and a problem from the theory of capacities
are given.
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